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Abstract
This thesis focuses on routing and grooming problems in Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) grooming networks which are WDM networks with
grooming nodes. We have proposed a new set of grooming policies for WDM
grooming networks to route traffic efficiently. We assume that there are various
types of optical nodes (with or without grooming capabilities) in the heterogonous
WDM networks. We have also proposed a new network model for the
heterogeneous WDM grooming networks with simpler representation and less
computation complexity than the existing one. The model includes a succinct
network graph representation and a new grooming algorithm. Both the existing and
the new grooming policies are implemented using this model. The performance of
these two sets of grooming policies for heterogeneous WDM grooming networks
has been studied in terms of traffic blocking probability and network throughput.
Results show that the newly introduced grooming-path-based grooming policies
using our network model have reduced the traffic blocking probability by an average
of 69% and increased the network throughput by an average of 25%.
/1 Introduction
The rapid growth of the Internet and other networks has caused an increasing
demand for communication bandwidth. Techniques such as optical Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) [1] have been developed to meet this demand. WDM
efficiently utilizes the bandwidth resources of optical fibers since it allows the fiber
bandwidth to be partitioned into multiple data channels that support simultaneous
transmissions of data using different wavelengths. To eliminate the high cost and
bottleneck caused by optoelectronic conversion and processing at intermediate
nodes, end-to-end lightpaths are usually set up between each pair of source-
destination nodes. A lightpath is realized by assigning a wavelength to each link
along an end-to-end path between the source-destination nodes in the network.
As a key element of optical networks, optical cross-connects (aXCs) with
different kinds of design have been studied. Some axcs work without wavelength
conversion, which means that a signal entering the node i at port x with wavelength
At must leave the node at port y with the same wavelength At. Some axcs work with
full wavelength conversion, which means that a signal entering the node i at port x
with wavelength ).j can leave the node at port y with a converted different
wavelength }'j' Some axcs work with limited wavelength conversion, which means
a signal entering the node i at port x \vith wavelength }<f can leave the node at port y
with a differcnt wavclength }'j that can be picked only from a subset of wavelengths
to which i.j can be convcrtcd [2].
.,
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Recently, a new design ofaXCs has been proposed considering the traffic
grooming that is a technique to solve the problem of how to "groom" requests from
low-speed connections to high-capacity lightpaths efficiently [3]. Traffic grooming
in WDM networks can be defined as the act of multiplexing, demultiplexing and
switching lower rate traffic streams onto high capacity lightpaths. Efficient traffic
grooming can improve the wavelength utilization and network throughput. The
architecture of optical grooming axcs has been studied in [4] where different
multiplexing technologies can be applied. Networks with various kinds ofaXCs are
referred to as heterogeneous WDM grooming networks.
The major problems ofheterogeneous WDM grooming networks include:
(I) Determining the virtual topology that consists of all heterogeneous nodes
based on lightpath assignments;
(2) Routing the connection requests across the networks based on current
network states, such as available bandwidth of a lightpath;
(3) Implementing different grooming policies and rules.
TIlere exists research work solving the topology problem [5-6] and routing
problem [7-8] separately. However, a generic model is needed to study these
problems jointly for heterogeneous WDM grooming networks. A novel graph model
for traffic grooming in heterogeneous WDM networks has been proposed in [9].
In this thesis, we propose a new set of grooming policies to increase the
efficiency of routing and resource utilization in WDM grooming networks. We also
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introduce a new succin~t generic graph model and an associated dynamic traffic-
grooming algorithm to support heterogeneous axe nodes and different grooming
methods in WDM grooming networks.
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our new grooming
method. The details of our new generic network model are discussed in Section 3.
Section 6 talks about the construction of WDM grooming networks and gives out
some commercial examples. Section 7 shows numerical results and Section 8
concludes the thesis.
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2 Grooming Policies for WDM Grooming Networks
In networks using dynamic traffic grooming, grooming policies help routing
schemes to make decisions for each connection request based on the current network
states. The network states usually include available bandwidth of each optical link,
and sometimes information of the optical nodes, such as the number of transceivers
used to carry the groomable wavelength channels.
As mentioned in Section 1, the concept of lightpath has been widely used to
represent a virtual path in optical networks. Thus existing grooming policies are
based on lightpaths. However, the lightpath representation has its limitation to be
applied in WOM networks with grooming nodes since it does not take the grooming
capability of nodes into account. Therefore, we define a new representation of the
virtual path called groomingpath and propose a new set of grooming policies
correspondingly, which increases the efficiency of routing and resource utilization
of the WOM grooming networks.
In this section, we first introduce the idea of ligthpath-based grooming policies
for WOM networks. Then, the new grooming policies based on the concept of
groomingpath are discussed in details.
2.1 Lightpath-bascd Grooming Policies
In general. there are four basic grooming policies based on lightpaths:
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Table I: Comparison ofFour Ughtpath-based Grooming Policies
Feature Setting up new lightpaths
Single-hop or Multi-hop
Grooming
POLICY 1 No Single-hop
POLICY 2 No Multi-hop
POLICY 3 Yes Single-hop
POLICY 4 Yes Multi-hop
• Policy 1: Single-hop grooming on an existing lightpath where a connection
request is assigned to one existing direct lightpath.
• Policy 2: Multi-hop grooming on existing lightpaths where a connection
request is routed by using multiple existing lightpaths.
• Policy 3: Single-hop grooming on a new lightpath where a new lightpath is
set up between the source and destination nodes and a connection request
is routed via this new lightpath.
• Policy 4: Combined multi-hop grooming on new and existing lightpaths
where a connection request can be routed by using a series of existing and
new lightpaths.
The characteristics of these four policies are summarized in Table 1.
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2.2 Groomingpath-basd Grooming Policies
A grooming path is defined as a virtual path set up between a pair of grooming
nodes. This pair of grooming nodes can be the source and destination of a traffic
request. In this case, the groomingpath has the same representation as the lightpath.
Since the pair of grooming nodes may be any adjacent two grooming nodes along an
end-to-end route, a lightpath can be viewed as a set of connected groomingpaths.
Since nodes' grooming capabilities have been taken into account,
groomingpath-based grooming policies can increase the routing and bandwidth
efficiency by routing more traffic requests across the WDM grooming networks. For
example, Fig I depicts a simple network topology and assumes that a lightpath from
node B to node A has been set up. Ifwe use the Iightpath-based grooming policies, a
lightpath from B to A will be set up to replace the wavelength links from B to D and
D to A as shown in Fig. I(b). Thus node C will become unreachable to A and B.
However, if we use the groomingpath-based grooming policies, groomingpaths from
B to D and D to A can be set up and C is still available for node A and B as shown in
Fig. l(c). Therefore the groomingpath-based grooming policies can make full use of
every node's grooming ability to improve the traffic grooming efficiency and
bandwidth utilization.
7
(c) Network Topology
after using Groomingpath-
based grooming
B C
(a) Initial Network
Topology
B C
(b) Network Topology
after using Iightpath-
based grooming
B C
Figure 1: Network Topology after using Different Grooming Policies
s
3 A New Generic Network Model
In this thesis, we propose a new generic network model to study the
performance of the WDM networks with different kinds of optical nodes. This
model is designed to support different sets of grooming policies mentioned in
Section 2. Comparing to other existing network model [9], the complexity of
implementing grooming algorithms based on the new model is much less. This
model consists of two parts, an auxiliary graph constructed according to the given
network configuration and an algorithm designed to solve the traffic groommg
problems based on this auxiliary graph.
3.1 Construction of an Auxiliary Graph
The construction of an auxiliary graph includes modeling heterogeneous nodes,
logical links and virtual paths. Fig. 2 shows a sample network topology. The four
nodes in the sample network are connected by optical links that support two
wavelengths ).1 and ).2. In Fig. 2, there are four types of heterogeneous nodes. Node I
is a node with traffic grooming ability. Node 2 has limited wavelength conversion
capability. Node 3 is a node without wavelength conversion and node 4 is capable of
full wavelength conversion. In general, a network can be represented by a graph G
(Y. E), where V is its node set and E is its link set. TIle following sub sections show
how to model these two parts separately.
9
4Figure 2: Topology ofa Sample Network
3.1.1 Modeling Heterogeneous Nodes
To model nodes with different wavelength conversion capabilities, each node
is expanded into a number of sub-nodes, one per wavelength. Each sub-node is
assigned to a wavelength on each incoming or outgoing link. For routers with
wavelength conversion capability, a super-node is used to connect all the sub-nodes
by infinite capacity links, and wavelength conversion can be achieved by traversing
through this super-node. To represent nodes with limited wavelength conversion,
uni-directional links are used to connect the super-node to sub-nodes whose
wavelengths are not convertible. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, incoming traffic
can only be converted to a different wavelength that belongs to a subset [,h }'3]
instead of[}./. }.:. }.3. }.4].
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AI sub-node
A2 sub-node
A3 sub-node
super-node
~ sub-node
Figure 3: Representation ofA Node with Limited Wavelength Conversion
Assume that the original network is represented as Go (VA, Eo) and each link
has Wwavelengths, AI through ~.. Let Nt'w denote the sub-node with connection
type c (the definition for different value of connection type c is shown in Table. 2)
on wavelength w at node i, and
Vn = {Nt,w ICE {O,I,2,3},1:S w:S W, \Ii E Vo }. (1)
Let Mt'"' denote the super-node with connection type c on wavelength w at
node i, and
Vm ={Mic,w ICE {1,2,3},1 :S w:S W, \Ii E Vo}
Thus V = {VmVn}.
Table 2: Definitions ofConnection Types
Value of c Connection Type
0 No connection
1 Bi-direction connection
2 Incoming connection
3 Outgoing connection
(2)
Bascd on the nctwork configuration. if a traffic grooming node is able to
perfonn full or partial wayclcngth conyersion. we represent it in the same way as
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nodes with full or partial wavelength conversion. Otherwise, it will be represented in
the same way as a node without wavelength conversion. For each sub-node of a
grooming node, it has a pair of associated property PV(T, K) where T represents the
residual number of the transceivers of this grooming node (also know as grooming
ports) using this wavelength and K represents the type of the grooming nodes. K is a
Boolean value that is used to distinguish two kinds of grooming nodes: electrical-
optical grooming nodes and optical-optical grooming nodes. This property pair is
used to represent the grooming capabilities for heterogeneous nodes. Fig. 4
illustrates the network representation for the sample network shown in Fig. 2.
3
2
,.
, .
4 "" •. -
.-. _. super-node
Figure 4: AW.:i1i01T Graphfor the Sample Network ill Fig. 2
3.1.2 Modeling Logical Links
There are three different kinds of links in the auxiliary graph G. TIley are
defined as follows.
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• Wavelength Conversion Link (WCvL).
A link between a sub-node and its super-node at node i is called a
wavelength conversion link:
(N;·W,M;,W)EE h cE{1,2,3},1~w~W,\liEVo
were (3)
These links are used for wavelength conversion and thus the capacity of
each link is set to =.
• Wavelength Connection Link (WenL).
A link from a subnode with Aw of node i to a sub-node with Aw of node j is
called a wavelength connection link. It is used to represent a physical link
between node i and node j.
The capacity of the link is the capacity of the corresponding wavelength
on the link from node i to node j.
• Grooming Link (GmL).
The grooming link is a link from a sub-node of grooming node i to a sub-
node of grooming node j.
(N;''',N;''')EE 1 cE{I,2,3},I~w~W,\liEVo,VjEVo
W lere " " (5)
where Vg is the node set of nodes with grooming ability.
TIlis link is set up only when a route has been set up between or along
node i and node j. TIle capacity of this link is the lowest value of the
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available bandwidth of all the wavelength connection links along the route
from node i to node j.
Each link in the graph has a property pair PL(c,w), where c denotes the
capacity (available bandwidth) of this link and W denotes its weight. By setting the
link weight properly, various grooming policiesc~n different orders.
3.1.3 Modeling Virtual Paths
cA
e>--+'~®~--.~el---~~®=:}--.l~@f----+~e
B
(a)
.'R
(b).
\
. .
i' ~o';
I I
. .
I I
\ I
" "
"-K
.......
.' 0 \
I .
I
_ Li ht 3th
.-....
(c).
Figure 5. (a) The Logic View ofAll Established Ughtpath. (b) The Physical View of
All Established Ughtparh. (c) The Graph J1ew ofAn Established Ughrparh.
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As mentioned in Section 1, lightpath has been-widely used to represent an end-
to-end path in optical networks. To facilitate the discussion, Fig. 5 shows
representations of an established lightpath between node A and node C from
different viewpoints and Fig. 5(c) shows how the lightpath will be represented in the
auxiliary graph.
In our model, the lightpath can be defined as:
(N~'W NC'w) E E {I 2 3} 1< < W . - V . - V, 'j where C E , , , - w - ,I - sourCt') - dmint (6)
Since lightpath representation does not consider the grooming ability of the
grooming nodes in the grooming networks. We defined a new representation of the
virtual path called a groomingpath as explained in Section 2.2. There are two ways
to set up the groomingpath: one is to set up one groomingpath for each lightpath
established from node i to node j as shown in Fig. 5(c) so that the groomingpath will
have the same definition as in Eq. (6), and the other is to set up several
groomingpaths to connect all the grooming nodes along the established lightpath as
shown in Fig 6, where node A, Band C are grooming nodes. They can be defined as:
(N;·I4·,N;·W)EE I cE{I,2,3},I~w~W,ViEV",",VjEV..."W lCre "" N (7)
where Vg> is the node set of grooming nodes along the established lightpath.
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Groomingpath
,.- .... , ,.- ...
j ,~· II •
• I, .
· ,
\ .
, .
. ,
, .
"-A'
Groomingpath
. '.
c·'
Figure 6: Set up Groomingpathsfor an Established Lightpath
Therefore, one or more groomingpaths will be built an established virtual path.
These groomingpaths can then be used to route traffic requests using the grooming
algorithm introduced in the following subsection.
3.2 Heterogeneous Network Model Based Grooming Algorithm (HENG)
3.2.1 Algorithm
The Heterogeneous Network Model Based Grooming Algorithm (HENG)
performs route searching across the heterogeneous traffic-grooming network model
for coming traffic requests. The input of this algorithm includes the initial network
states and a set of traffic requests. The algorithm is described as follows:
INPUT:
A graph G according to the current network states;
A traffic request D(s.d.m). where sand d are the source and destination nodes
and m is the required bandwidth.
OUTPUT:
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A route between sand dhaving a capacity ofm units of bandwidth.
ALGORITHM:
1. Eliminate any grooming node that has no residual number of the transmitters
(T=O).
2. Eliminate any grooming node that has no optical grooming ability (K=0)
except the source and destination nodes.
3. Eliminate any link. that has its residual bandwidth less than m (c<m).
4. Using Dijkstra's algorithm to computer the minimum-weight path in the
reduced network graph.
5. Restore the nodes and links deleted in step 1to step 3
6. Update the graph G as follows:
For each lightpath that has been newly set up, add its corresponding
ligthpath/groomingpath(s) and remove its corresponding wavelength
connection links.
Update the property T for each node and capacity c for each link. For
the ligthpath/groomingpath(s) built for D, decrease the capacity of each
corresponding link by the amount of m.
In this algorithm, a connection request is routed through the path with the
minimum weight. When a connection terminates, the corresponding traffic notations
are cleaned; all grooming links without any traffic are torn dO\\l1, and corresponding
wavelength connection links are brought back.
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The network states mentioned represented by the property vectors assigned to
each node and link in the network. These property metrics can be expanded or
reduced according to different network scenarios. For example, the property T can
be deleted when the grooming nodes in the network have sufficient grooming ports.
However, when the grooming ports are limited, we add the metric T and another
new metric called W that is the weight assigned to each node. W can be set based on
the number of available grooming ports at each grooming node and it will be used to
find the route with the least grooming port consumption. Thus, by adding new
property metrics, our algorithm can be expanded to adjusted to different network
scenarios.
3.2.2 Complexity Analysis
The algorithm complexity can be analyzed as follows. Suppose there are N
nodes in the network and each link supports Wwavelengths. In the graph, there will
be at most Nx(W+ 1) vertices. Since the running time of the shortest path
computation using Dijkstra's algorithm is 0(12), where V is the number of the
vertices in the graph, the running time of the HENG algorithm is 0[N2( W+ 1)2]. If all
the nodes have full wavelength conversion capacity, the supernode can be deleted
and the subnodes of one node can be merged. In this case, the running time of
HENG algorithm is O(N').
It is hard to calculate the computing complexity of the network states update
here because it is afTected by the hop numbers in the route and the number of
IS
metrics in the property vectors. The more hops in the route, the more computing is
needed to update the network states along the route. In this thesis, we only use a pair
of property metrics for each node and link, and some of them do not need to be
updated, such as K for subnodes and c for wavelength conversion links. In fact, the
computing complexity of the network states update has been limited by the
searching of the shortest path.
3.3 Network Model Performance Comparison
A latest graph model for heterogeneous WDM networks has been proposed in
[9]. In that paper, a traffic-grooming algorithm called IGABAG has been presented
and methods to implement grooming policies and rules have also been studied. The
following table shows the comparison results between our model and the existing
one in [9].
Table 3: Comparison between Our Model and An Existing Model [9J
OUf Model Existing Model
Node Types 3 3
Link Types 4 9
Fully Wavelength Conversion Yes YesSupport
Limited Wavelength Yes NoConversion Support
Algorithm Complexity 0[N2(W+1)2] 0[4N2(W+2)2](running time)
Static and Dynamic Traffic Yes YesGrooming Support
Grooming Policies Flexible Only support lightpath-Implementation based policies
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4 Network Architecture for WDM Grooming Networks
The major problems in designing the optical WDM network architecture are
network cost and network performance. Using grooming nodes in the network can
improve network performance by providing higher bandwidth efficiency and lower
traffic blocking probability [10], since they can groom several low speed traffic
requests to one high speed optical link instead of assigning one high speed optical
link to only one traffic request. However, using such kind of nodes will also
significantly increase the network cost.
Traffic grooming can be performed in two ways for WDM networks. One is to
multiplex and de-multiplex the electrical traffic streams onto the optical wavelengths
(electrical-optical). There have been a lot of such optical switches with such function
commercially used and they are not expensive. The other is to switch the traffic
streams from one wavelength to another (optical-optical). Such kind of switching
can be performed in space, time and wavelength domains. However, currently all-
fiber wavelength or time-slot interchange devices are still not commercially
available. Existing solutions that use electronic implementations sufTer from
increasing cross-connection complexity [II] [12]. That is why using the grooming
nodes of the second type will largely increase the network cost.
Therefore there exist tradeofTs between network perfomlance and network cost.
Instead of building a network composed by all nodes with or without grooming
ability. in reality. networks composed of heterogeneous nodes are built.
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In our simulation, several assumptions are made to make the architecture for
heterogeneous WDM grooming networks reasonable. (1) All network-edge nodes
are grooming nodes so that they can merge low bandwidth traffic requests from
small client networks, e.g., a LAN of a department or a building. Edge grooming
nodes are always implemented with electrical to optical grooming equipments that
are not expensive and have many common products. (2) There are heterogeneous
nodes in the backbone network and some of them are grooming nodes that can
support traffic grooming among wavelengths from various optical fibers, such as
OC-3 (155.52 Mbps) to OC-12 (622.08 Mbps) or OC-12 to OC-48 (2.488 Gbps). (3)
Besides grooming nodes, the networks support nodes with wavelength conversion,
nodes without wavelength conversion, and nodes with limited wavelength
conversion capability. (4) Traffic requests arrive and leave at the edge nodes
dynamically. Based on the coming traffic requests, the optical network can set up or
tear down a virtual path, or to groom the requests on existing virtual paths.
This idea is also useful for specific commercial solutions such as SAN (Storage
Area Networks) and oVPN (Optical Virtual Private Networks). For example: to build
a nation-wide storage area network, electrical to optical switches can be used to
connect several database servers for one mass storage subsystem and large amount
of data can be transferred between several mass storage subsystems in different
locations through the virtual path built across optical backbone network with
21
heterogeneous nodes. In section 5, a sample SAN topology has been used as a
simulation scenario.
22
5 Numerical Examples
In this section, we compare the performance of the lightpath-based grooming
policies and groomingpath-based grooming policies in different network scenarios
including grooming networks with the same type of nodes and fibers; heterogeneous
grooming networks with different types of nodes and the same type of fibers; and
heterogeneous grooming networks with different types of nodes and different types
of fibers.
5.1 Grooming Networks with Same Type of Nodes and Fibers
To study the performance of different sets of grooming policies, a new
simulation tool that can support traffic grooming has been proposed based on
Optical WDM network simulator (OJVns) [13], which is an optical WDM network
simulation tool developed by Washington State University. A backbone network
with traffic grooming ability is used for our simulations, where each node is a
grooming oxe and supports the same number of wavelengths with the same
bandwidth. Detail design of this new simulator is discussed in Section 5.1.1 and the
simulation results are given in 5.1.2
5.1.1 Grooming Optical WDM Network Simulator (GOWns)
Although there has been some simulation tools having been developed for
optical networks [14] [15]. to our best knowledge. few of them can support WDM
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mesh networks and none of them can support traffic grooming in WDM networks.
The new simulator is developed based on Optical WDM network simulator (OWns)
[13], which is an optical WDM network simulation tool designed as an extension to
the widely used network simulator ns2 [16]. OWns can be used to study the
performance of switching and routing schemes in WDM mesh networks. However,
it does not support traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks and only implements
static fixed-alternate routing scheme [17]. As an extension of OWns, the new
simulator is designed to support traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks and be
able to implement different grooming policies to find the best route based on the
current network states dynamically.
To develop the new simulator that can support traffic grooming in WDM mesh
networks, the code of OWns has been modified to implement various grooming
policies. Different algorithms have been proposed to implement different grooming
policies in [9] and [18]. They all have four main steps: (l) eliminate nodes and links
with insufficient network resources from the network graph representation; (2) set a
proper cost for each link based on the current network state and find a least cost
route for any incoming traffic request; (3) assign the wavelength based on the
current network state for each link; and (4) update the network state if the traffic
request has been accepted, i.e., the wavelength assignment has been successful. We
implement the first two steps by adding functions for dynamic routing so that the
simulator can dynamically find the route for each traffic request based on the current
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network state. The last two steps are implemented by adding functions in the
wavelength assignment so that the simulator can assign the wavelength for each link
based on the current fine-grain network resource information instead of a binary
FREE/BUSY status and update the network state dynamically. The new simulator is
called Grooming Optical WDM network simulator (GOWns).
5.1.2 Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of the network, two metrics are used: Blocking
Probability which is the ratio of the number of blocked traffic requests to the number
of total requests and Link Utilization which is the ratio of the average amount of
occupied-bandwidth for each wavelength to the total amount of the wavelength
bandwidth. The blocking probability describes the efficiency of the model and the
algorithm to find suitable routes for traffic requests through the networks while the
link utilization describes the efficiency of network resource usage.
Various network topologies have been generated randomly where each has
fourteen nodes and the same connectivity probability as 0.15 (it becomes a fully
connected WDM network when the connectivity probability is set to 1). The
bandwidth of each wavelength is 8 Mbps. And the bandwidth of any traffic request,
which is generated unifomlly between network nodes, is set to a be a random
number smaller than S Mbps. Every node in this network is assumed to support
wavelength cOIl\"ersion and traffic grooming. TIle traffic load is varied from OJ to
0.5 Erlangs [13]. For each simulation scenario defined by a parameter/rule set of the
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traffic load, the number of wavelengths of each link, and the grooming policy,
around 1000 traffic requests are generated.
We evaluate the performance of the WDM grooming network using both
lightpath-based grooming policies and groomingpath-based ones. The performance
of the WDM network without grooming ability is also observed to verify the benefit
of traffic grooming in WDM networks.
Blocking Probability
The performance of block probability for WDM networks without grooming
capability and WDM grooming networks using different grooming policies are
shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7.
Table 4: Traffic Load vs. Blocking Probability
Traffic Load 16 wavelengths 8 wavelengths with 8 wavelengths with
(Erlangs) with no lightpath groomingpathgrooming(%) grooming(%) grooming (%)
0.3 0.052427 0.003840 0.0009533
0.35 0.058935 0.006679 0.0018957
0.4 0.075686 0.009643 0.0028490
0.45 0.085206 0.014098 0.0056497
0.5 0.096466 0.017274 0.0075829
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Figure 7: Blocking Probability vs. Traffic Load
It can be observed that by implementing the traffic grooming capability, even
after saving 50% network resource (use 8 wavelengths instead of 16 wavelengths for
each link), the grooming networks still have much better performance than the
networks without grooming. This is because in WDM grooming networks, instead
of assigning each wavelength to only one traffic request, the same wavelength can
be shared by different traffic requests when there is enough bandwidth available.
Comparing the two grooming policies, the performance of networks using
groomingpath-based grooming policies is 3 to 4 times better than that using
lightpath-based grooming policies. The main reason for such advantage is that using
the groomingpath-based grooming policies, the grooming ability of intermediate
nodes along a lightpath is considered. Thus more traffic requests can be accepted by
grooming them to all possible links with enough avaliable bandwidth. This increases
the routing efficiency and results in the decrease of the blocking probability.
Link Utilization
The performance of link utilization for WDM networks and WDM grooming
networks using different grooming policies are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 8.
Table 5: Traffic Load vs. Link Utilization
Traffic Load 16 wavelengths 8 wavelengths with 8 wavelengths with
(Erlangs) with no lightpath groomingpathgrooming(%) grooming(%) grooming (%)
0.3 0.297681 0.596751 0.700489
0.35 0.349808 0.668573 0.771588
0.4 0.370293 0.758865 0.851588
0.45 0.407465 0.830853 0.921035
0.5 0.43316 0.87037 0.961632
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TIle link utiliZ2tion of the grooming networks is bettcr than that of the
nctworks without traffic grooming. In the nctworks without traffic grooming. one
traffic request is handled by one wa\'elcngth in each link along the path. Before the
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traffic request is released, no other traffic request can use the same wavelength even
though there is still bandwidth unused. In grooming networks, a wavelength can be
shared by several traffic requests if there is enough free bandwidth available on this
wavelength. This difference makes the performance of link utilization for grooming
networks better than networks without traffic grooming ability.
The results also show that the link utilization percentage of networks using
groomingpath-based grooming policies is higher than that of those using lightpath-
based ones. The main reason is due to the bandwidth waste by lightpath-based
grooming policies. The capacity for a lightpath is defined as the minimum capacity
of all the links along the lightpath. Thus the capacity of the lightpath could stay low
even if most of the links along the path still have extra bandwidth available. In our
simulations where all nodes in the networks have the grooming ability, such
problem could be solved by using the groomingpath-based grooming policies. Since
a grooming path may be set up per link, the capacity of each link can be fully used
by traffic grooming. Therefore, the link utilization percentage of the networks using
groomingpath-bascd grooming policies is bettcr and it can rcach more than 90%.
5.2 Heterogeneous Grooming Networks with Different Types of Nodes and
Same Type of Fibers
To study the pcrformancc of different grooming policics oycr hetcrogcncous
WOM networks with diffcrcnt typcs of nodcs but samc typc of fibcr. wc usc a
sample storagc arca nctwork (SAN) topology ShO\\11 in Fig. 9 for simulation. which
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consists of 13 nodes and 14 links. SANs are gigabit-rate networks that rely on fiber
channels between storage subsystems. In this SAN example, there are four mass
storage subsystems A, B, C and D. Assume that A and B are located in Pennsylvania
and C and D in New Jersey. E and F are the grooming nodes in the backbone setup
for states PA and NJ. Storage subsystems in each state are connected by
heterogeneous optical equipments and communicate with subsystems in the other
state through the backbone grooming nodes.
Figure 9: A Sample Storage Area Network Topology
The simulation setup is based on the following assumptions. (1) Each link is
bidirectional and supports two wavelengths in each direction. (2) The maximum
amount of the traffic that a wavelength can support is set to one unit. For request
D(s,d,m), m, the amount of the traffic request is randomly chosen from 0.1 unit to
0.5 unit. (3) Since SANs always need to be prepared for large data burst, a traffic
burst with 20 traffic requests is simulated to arrive in a short period of time. say. one
second. (4) MinLP grooming rule is used for routing request. It tries to set up the
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minimum number of new lightpaths, i.e., if Policy 1 fails, try Policy 2, Policy 3, and
Policy 4 sequentially.
Two perfonnance metrics are measured. One is the request blocking
probability and the other is the network throughput. Blocking probability is the
percentage of the blocked traffic requests. Different grooming policies will result in
different blocking probabilities. Since all the traffic requests arrive in one second,
the network throughput will be the total amount of the traffic requests that have been
routed successfully.
Fig. 10 shows the difference of the traffic blocking probability using lightpath-
based grooming policies and using groomingpath-based grooming policies. Fig. 11
shows the difference of the network throughput using lightpath-based grooming
policies and using groomingpath-based grooming policies. Obviously, the
groomingpath-based grooming policies have lower traffic blocking probability and
higher throughput than the lightpath-based grooming policies.
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Figure 11: Network Throughput by Different Grooming Policies
5.3 Heterogeneous Grooming Networks with Different Types of Nodes and
Different Types of Fibers
To study the perfonnance of different grooming policies over heterogeneous
WDM network with different types of nodes and different types of fibers, we use a
sample network shown in Fig. 12, which is the AT&T IP backbone network in US
southeast area. It has 16 nodes including 5 backbone nodes and 13 edge nodes.
Dallas and Atlanta have backbone nodes with optical grooming capability; Austin
and Houston have backbone nodes without wavelength conversion; and Orlando has
a backbone node with full wavelength conversion. It also has 17 links: six 2.488G
OC-48 fiber connections between the backbone nodes (thick lines) and eleven
155.52M OC-3 fiber connections between edge nodes and backbone nodes (thin
lines). In this example, we assume that all the edge nodes have electrical-optical
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grooming ability so that they can groom IP connection requests onto the optical
fiber.
Miami
Figure /2: AT&TIP Backbone Network in Southeast American
The simulation is set up based on the following assumptions. (1) Each link is
bidirectional and supports six wavelengths in each direction. (2) The capacity of the
OC-3 fiber is one unit. Thus the capacity of all the OC-3 links becomes one unit and
the OC-48 links becomes 16 units. For request D(s,d,m), 111, the amount of the traffic
request is randomly chosen from 0.1 unit to 1.0 unit. (3) We simulate 100 traffic
requests in 10 seconds, and all these requests come and leave randomly between the
ten-second period. (4) MinLP grooming rule is used for routing request.
TIle same perfonnance metrics are used as those used in Section 5.2: the
request blocking probability and the network throughput. However, we measure the
network throughput for each second and pick the largest one for comparison.
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Fig. 13 depicts the difference of the traffic blocking probability using
lightpath-based grooming policies and using groomingpath-based grooming policies.
Fig 14 illustrates the difference of the maximum network throughput using
lightpath-based grooming policies and using groomingpath-based grooming policies.
Results show that using the groomingpath-based grooming policies always
have better performance than using lightpath-based grooming policies in
heterogeneous WDM grooming networks. The main reason is that unlike the
lightpath-based grooming policies, our new design takes the network heterogeneity
into account and makes routing decisions based on the difference of various nodes
and links. To deal with the network heterogeneity, our network model uses different
node representations to include the characters of different nodes. However, routing
with lightpath-based grooming policies partially ignores the heterogeneity of the
nodes along the lightpaths. When a lightpath is set up between two edge nodes in
heterogeneous grooming networks, the interconnection nodes are treated in the same
way no matter whether they have grooming ability or not. Therefore, only the
grooming ability of the edge nodes can be considered when a route needs to be
found. By setting up a few groomingpaths instead of one lightpath to represent a
virtual path, the grooming ability ofall the nodes is considered while finding a route.
lllUS more traffic can be routed using the new grooming polices and the results
show its advantages in traffic blocking probability and network throughput.
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5.4 Summary
Although the performance of different grooming policies is affected by many
factors, such as the number of connection requests in a traffic burst, the bandwidth
requirement of the connection requests, the holding time of the traffic connections,
and even the arrival sequence of the connection requests in a certain period of time,
the groomingpath-based grooming policies always out-perform the lightpath-based
grooming policies under same conditions. This observation is consistent for all kinds
of WDM grooming networks simulated; no matter they are networks with same type
of nodes and fibers or networks with different types of nodes and fibers.
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6 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have proposed a new set of grooming policies, which is based
on groomingpaths instead of lightpaths. Using these new grooming policies, the
routing and resource utilization efficiency of WDM grooming networks have been
increased by taking the grooming ability of all the grooming nodes into account.
Also a novel generic graph model for WDM grooming networks has been proposed.
Comparing to an existing model, it is simpler, easier to be constructed and extended,
and has less computing complexity. Moreover, this model is designed to support
heterogeneous optical nodes and different sets of grooming policies.
Based on this model, the performance of the existing lightpath-based grooming
policies and the new groomingpath-based grooming policies has been evaluated by
simulations in different WDM grooming network scenarios. Results show that using
groomingpath-based grooming policies will reduce the traffic blocking probability
and increase the bandwidth utilization.
Our future work includes setting up a testbed to implement different
grooming policies and designing network management solutions that can be
integrated to the new model [19] [20].
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